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Abstract
Let ARB(3; ; v) denote an almost resolvable -fold system of order v. In this paper, we
discuss the embedding problem for almost resolvable triple systems and prove that for any
 ( ≡ 0 (mod 2)), the necessary and su4cient conditions for the embedding of an ARB(3; ; v)
in an ARB(3; ; u) are u¿ 3v+ 1 and u ≡ v ≡ 1 (mod 3). c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A -fold triple system of order v, denoted by B(3; ; v), is an ordered pair (X;A)
where X is a v-set and A is a collection of 3-subsets (called blocks or triples) of X
such that each pair of distinct elements of X is contained in exactly  triples. When
=1, a B(3; 1; v) is also called a Steiner triple system of order v and denoted by
STS(v).
A parallel class in a triple system (X;A) is a subset of A which partitions X .
A B(3; ; v) is called resolvable and denoted by RB(3; ; v) if all the triples can be
partitioned into parallel classes. For  = 1, an RB(3; 1; v) is also known as a Kirkman
triple system.
Let v and  be positive integers, K and M be two sets of positive integers. A group
divisible design GD(K; ;M ; v) is an ordered triple (V;G;A) where V is a v-set, G is
a collection of subsets (called groups) of V , G forms a partition of V , and A is a
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collection of subsets (called blocks) of V , such that |G|∈M , |B|∈K and |B∩G|61
for each G∈G and each B∈A, and each pair of points of V from distinct groups
is contained in exactly  blocks. The multiset {|G| |G∈G} is called the type of the







G contains exactly ti groups of size mi, 16i6s. A GD({k}; 1; {m}; km) is also called
a transversal design and denoted as a TD(k; m).
Now let (V;G;A) be a GD(K; ;M ; v), a subset P of A is called a holey parallel
class with hole G if P is a partition of V\G for some G∈G. (V;G;A) is called a
(K; )-frame or an F(K;M ; v) if A can be partitioned into holey parallel classes. When
K={3} and M={1}, an F({3}; {1}; v) is called an almost resolvable triple system and
denoted by ARB(3; ; v). A holey parallel class in an ARB(3; ; v) is called an almost
parallel class. It is easy to see that there are exactly v =2 almost parallel classes in an
ARB(3; ; v).
For the existence of almost resolvable triple systems, we have the following result:
Lemma 1.1 (Hanani [5]). There exists an ARB(3; ; v) if and only if ≡0 (mod 2) and
v≡1 (mod 3).
Let (V1;A) and (V2;B) be an ARB(3; ; v) and an ARB(3; ; u), respectively. If
V1⊂V2 and A is a subcollection of B, and each almost parallel class of A is a part
of some almost parallel class of B, then (V1;A) is called a subsystem of (V2;B), or
(V1;A) is said to be embedded in (V2;B).
In fact, the embedding problem is one of the fundamental problems in combinatorial
design theory and has been studied extensively. Doyen and Wilson [3] proved that the
necessary and su4cient conditions for the embedding of an STS(v) in an STS(u) are
u, v≡1 or 3 (mod 6) and u¿2v+1. Stern [12] generalized the Doyen–Wilson theorem
by proving that for any given , a B(3; ; v) can be embedded in a B(3; ; u) if and
only if u¿2v+ 1 and
(v− 1)≡0 (mod 2); v(v− 1)≡0 (mod 6);
(u− 1)≡0 (mod 2); u(u− 1)≡0 (mod 6):
For the embeddings of resolvable triple systems, Rees and Stinson [7] proved that
an RB(3; 1; v) can be embedded in an RB(3; 1; u) if and only if u≡v≡3 (mod 6) and
u¿3v. Moreover, Shen and Wang [11] proved that the necessary and su4cient condi-
tions for the embedding of an RB(3; ; v) in an RB(3; ; u) are u¿3v and
u≡v≡3 (mod 6); if ≡1 (mod 2);
u≡v≡0 (mod 3); if ≡0 (mod 4);
u≡v≡0 (mod 3); v 
=6; if ≡2 (mod 4):
However, there is not much known concerning the embeddings of almost resolvable
triple systems. The purpose of this paper is to give necessary and su4cient conditions
for the embedding of an ARB(3; ; v) in an ARB(3; ; u).
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For any  (≡0 (mod 2)), it is easy to see that if an ARB(3; ; v) can be embedded
in an ARB(3; ; u), then u¿3v+ 1 and u≡v≡1 (mod 3).
In this paper, we will prove that these conditions are also su4cient for the embed-
dings of almost resolvable triple systems.
2. Recursive construction of IARB(3; 2; u; v)s
Let v and  be given positive integers and K be a set of positive integers. A
pairwise balanced design (v; K; )-PBD is an ordered pair (X;A), where X is a v-
set and A is a collection of subsets (called blocks) of X such that |B|∈K for each
B∈A, and each pair of distinct elements of X is contained in exactly 
blocks.
An incomplete PBD(or IPBD) is a triple (X; Y;A), where X is a set of points, Y ⊂X ,
and A is a set of blocks which satis1es the following properties:
(1) for any A∈A; |A∩Y |61;
(2) any two points x; y, not both in Y, occur in exactly  common blocks.
We say that (X;Y;A) is a (u; v; K; )-IPBD if |X |=u, |Y |=v and |A|∈K for every
A∈A.
In this paper, we need the following results on the existence of (u; v; {4}; 1)-IPBDs
and (3; )-frames.
Lemma 2.1 (Rees and Stinson [9]). There exists a (u; v; {4}; 1)-IPBD if and only if
u¿3v + 1; u≡1 or 4 (mod 12) and v≡1 or 4 (mod 12), or u≡7 or 10 (mod 12) and
v≡7 or 10 (mod 12).
It can be easily seen that a (u; v; {4}; 1)-IPBD is a (u; {4; v}; 1)-PBD.
Lemma 2.2 (Assaf and Hartman [1]). There exists a (3; )-frame of type tu if and
only if
t(u− 1)≡0 (mod 3); t≡0 (mod 2) and u¿4:
Lemma 2.3 (Assaf and Hartman [1]). Let (X;G;A) be a group divisible design with
=1. Let w :X →Z0 be a weighting where Z0 denotes the set of all the nonnegative
integers. If for each B∈A, there is a (3; )-frame of type {w(x) | x∈B}, then there
exists a (3; )-frame of type {∑x∈G w(x) |G∈G}.
Lemma 2.4 (Shen and Wang [11]). If there exists a TD(6; m+ 1) and 06n6m+ 1,
then there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type (3m)5 · (3n)1.
An incomplete almost resolvable triple system IARB(3; ; u; v) is a triple (X; Y;A)
where X is a u-set, Y is a v-subset of X , and A is a collection of 3-subsets (called
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blocks) of X which satis1es the following properties:
(1) for any A∈A; |A∩Y |61;
(2) any two points x; y, not both in Y , occur in exactly  blocks;
(3) a subset P of A is called an incomplete parallel class if P is a partition of X \Y .
A can be partitioned into (u − v)=2 almost parallel classes and v=2 incomplete
parallel classes.
When v=1, IARB(3; ; u; 1) is an ARB(3; ; u).
Since an ARB(3; ; v) contains exactly v=2 almost parallel classes, then the follow-
ing lemma is obvious:
Lemma 2.5. If there exist an IARB(3; ; u; v) and an ARB(3; ; v), then there exists
an ARB(3; ; u) containing an ARB(3; ; v) as a subsystem.
By Lemma 2.5 we can easily get the following lemma:
Lemma 2.6. An ARB(3; ; v) can be embedded in some ARB(3; ; u) if and only if
there exists an IARB(3; ; u; v).
Theorem 2.7. If there is a (3; 2)-frame of type T and  is a given positive inte-
ger such that there exists an IARB(3; 2; t + ; ) for each t∈T , then there exists an
IARB(3; 2; u; v) where u=
∑
t∈T t +  and v= or v= t + , t∈T .
Proof. Let (V;G;A) be such a (3; 2)-frame. For each G∈G, by Furino et al. [4],
there are exactly |G| holey parallel classes with hole G, which can be denoted in an
arbitrary way by Px for each x∈G. Let X0={∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞} such that X0∩G= 
for any G∈G. Now for each G∈G, form an IARB(3; 2; |G|+ ; ), let Qx denote the
almost parallel class missing x and let the  incomplete parallel classes be RiG, 16i6.
Now let X =V ∪X0, Y =X0 and let B be formed from the |V | almost parallel classes
Px∪Qx; x∈V




Then (X; Y;B) is an IARB(3; 2; u; ).
For any t∈T , there is a group G with |G|= t. Delete Qx for each x∈G, and RiG,
16i6, from B. This gives an IARB(3; 2; u; v). The proof is completed.
Theorem 2.8. If there is a (u; K; 1)-PBD such that k≡1 (mod 3) for each k∈K and
there is at least one block of size v, v¿4, then there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v).
Proof. Let (X;B) be a (u; K; 1)-PBD satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.8. Let
B1∈B be a block of size v and x∈B1. Let B1; B2; : : : ; Bs be all the blocks containing x.
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Let Gi=Bi\{x}, 16i6s, and G={Gi | 16i6s}, then (X \{x};G;B\
⋃
16i6s Bi) is a
(K; 1)-GDD of type {|Bi|−1, 16i6s}. Give weight 1 to each point. Since there exists
a (3; 2)-frame of type 1k for any k≡1 (mod 3), k¿4 by Lemma 2.2, then there exists a
(3; 2)-frame of type {|Bi|−1; 16i6s} by Lemma 2.3. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since
there exists an IARB(3; 2; |Bi|; 1), then there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v). This completes
the proof.
Lemma 2.9. If there exist a TD(6; m), an IARB(3; 2; 3m + ; ) and an IARB(3; 2;
3ni+ ; ) where i=1; 2 and 06ni6m, then there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v) where u=
12m+ 3(n1 + n2) + , v=3m+  or 3ni + , i=1 or 2.
Proof. Since there exists a TD(6; m), then by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, there exists a
(3; 2)-frame of type (3m)4 · (3n1)1 · (3n2)1. The conclusion then follows from
Theorem 2.7.
Lemma 2.10. If there exist a TD(6; m), an IARB(3; 2; 3m+ ; ) and an IARB(3; 2; 3(m
+ ni) + ; ) where i=1; 2 and 06ni6m, then there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v) where
u=18m+ 3(n1 + n2) + , v=3m+  or 3(m+ ni) + , i=1 or 2.
Proof. Since there exists a TD(6; m), then by Shen and Wang [11], there exists a
(3; 2)-frame of type (3m)4 · (3m+3n1)1 · (3m+3n2)1. The conclusion then follows from
Theorem 2.7.
Lemma 2.11. If there exist a TD(10; m), an IARB(3; 2;m + ; ) and an IARB(3; 2;
m + 3ni + ; ) where i=1; 2 and 06ni6m, then there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v)
where u=10m+ 3(n1 + n2) + ; v=m+  or m+ 3ni + , i=1 or 2.
Proof. Since there exists a TD(10; m), then by Shen and Wang [11], there exists a
(3; 2)-frame of type m8 · (m + 3n1)1 · (m + 3n2)1. The conclusion then follows from
Theorem 2.7.
Lemma 2.12. If there is a (3; 2)-frame of type T such that there exists an ARB(3; 2; t)
for each t∈T , then there exists an ARB(3; 2; u) where u=∑t∈T t, which contains an
ARB(3; 2; t0) as a subsystem for any given t0∈T .
Proof. Let (V;G;A) be a (3; 2)-frame satisfying the conditions of the lemma. For each
G∈G, let the |G| holey parallel classes with hole G be denoted Px; x∈G. For each
G∈G, form an ARB(3; 2; |G|) and let the almost parallel class missing x be denoted Qx
for each x∈G. Now let B= ⋃x∈V (Px∪Qx), then (V;B) is an ARB(3; 2; u) containing
an ARB(3; 2; t) as a subsystem for each t∈T . This completes the proof.
Lemma 2.13. If there exist a TD(10; m), an ARB(3; 2;m) and an ARB(3; 2;m + 3ni)
where i=1; 2 and 06ni6m, then there exists an ARB(3; 2; u) where u=10m+3(n1 +
n2), which contains an ARB(3; 2;m), an ARB(3; 2;m+3n1) and an ARB(3; 2;m+3n2)
as subsystems.
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Proof. Since there exists a TD(10; m), then by Shen and Wang [11], there exists a
(3; 2)-frame of type m8 · (m + 3n1)1 · (m + 3n2)1. The conclusion then follows from
Lemma 2.12.
3. The existence of IARB(3; 2; u; v)s for v619
As a 1rst step to prove our main theorem, we determine the existence of IARB(3; 2;
u; v)s for all u≡v≡1 (mod 3), v619 and 3v+ 16u69v+ 1.
Lemma 3.1. There exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 4) for any u≡1 (mod 3); u¿13.
Proof. When u61 or 4 (mod 12), u¿13, let v=4 in Lemma 2.1, then there exists a
(u; {4}; 1)-PBD. When u≡7 or 10 (mod 12), u¿22, let v=7 in Lemma 2.1, then there
exists a (u; {4; 7}; 1)-PBD. So there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 4) for any u≡1 (mod 3),
u¿13, u 
=19 by Theorem 2.8. When u=19, we can form a (3; 2)-frame of type 36
by Lemma 2.2. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exists an IARB(3; 2; 3 + 1; 1),
then there exists an IARB(3; 2; 19; 4). This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.2 (Shen [10]). For each u≡1 or 4 (mod 12), 256u673, there exists a (u;
{4; 7}; 1)-PBD having at least one block of size 4 and at least one block of size 7.
Lemma 3.3. There exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 7) for any u≡1 (mod 3), 226u664.
Proof. When u≡7 or 10 (mod 12), 226u664, let v=7 in Lemma 2.1, then there
exists a (u; {4; 7}; 1)-PBD. So the conclusion follows from Lemma 3.2 and
Theorem 2.8.
An incomplete group divisible design IGDD is a quadruple (X; Y;G;A) where X
is a set of points, Y is a subset of X , G is a partition of X into groups and A
is a collection of subsets of X (called blocks) which satis1es the following
properties:
(1) for each G∈G and each B∈A, |B∩G|61;
(2) for any B∈A, |B∩Y|61;
(3) any two points x; y from distinct groups, not both in Y, occur in exactly one block.
We say that an IGDD(X; Y;G;A) is a K-IGDD if |B|∈K for any B∈A. The type of
the IGDD is de1ned to be the multiset of ordered pairs {(|G|; |G∩Y |) |G∈G}.
Lemma 3.4. There exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 10) for any u≡1 (mod 3), 316u691.
Proof. When u≡7 or 10 (mod 12), 316u691, let v=10 in Lemma 2.1, then there
exists a (u; {4; 10}; 1)-PBD, so there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 10) by Theorem 2.8. When
u≡1 or 4 (mod 12), 316u691, we have the following results:
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By Lemma 2.2 we can form (3; 2)-frames of type 94 and 97. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7.
Since there exists an IARB(3; 2; 9+1; 1), then there exist an IARB(3; 2; 37; 10) and an
IARB(3; 2; 64; 10).
By Colbourn and Dinitz [2] we can form a (4; 1)-GDD of type 91 · 65. Give weight
1 to each point. Since there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 14, then there exists a (3; 2)-
frame of type 91 · 65 by Lemma 2.3. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exist an
IARB(3; 2; 6+1; 1) and an IARB(3; 2; 9+1; 1), then there exists an IARB(3; 2; 40; 10).
By Rees and Stinson [8] we can form {4}-IGDDs of type (9; 3)4 ·(6; 0)2 and (9; 3)5 ·
(6; 0)1. Since there exist (4; 1)-GDDs of type 34 and 35 by Colbourn and Dinitz [2],
then there exist (4; 1)-GDDs of type 94 · 62 and 95 · 61. Give weight 1 to each point.
Since there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 14, then there exist (3; 2)-frames of type
94 · 62 and 95 · 61 by Lemma 2.3. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exist an
IARB(3; 2; 9 + 1; 1) and an IARB(3; 2; 6 + 1; 1), then there exist an IARB(3; 2; 49; 10)
and an IARB(3; 2; 52; 10).
Let m=5, n1=3, n2∈{1; 2; 5} and =1 in Lemma 2.9, we obtain an IARB(3; 2;
u; 10) for u∈{73; 76; 85}.
For u=61 or 88, an IARB(3; 2; u; 10) will be constructed in Lemma 4.4. This com-
pletes the proof.
Lemma 3.5. There exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 13) for any u≡1 (mod 3), 406u6118.
Proof. When u≡1 or 4 (mod 12), 406u6118, let v=13 in Lemma 2.1, then there
exists a (u; {4; 13}; 1)-PBD, so there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 13) by Theorem 2.8. When
u≡7 or 10 (mod 12), 406u6118, we have the following results:
By Rees and Stinson [6] we can form a (4; 1)-GDD of type 39 ·61 ·121. Give weight
1 to each point. Since there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 14, then there exists a (3; 2)-
frame of type 39 · 61 · 121 by Lemma 2.3. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exist
an IARB(3; 2; 3+ 1; 1), an IARB(3; 2; 6+ 1; 1) and an IARB(3; 2; 12+ 1; 1), then there
exists an IARB(3; 2; 46; 13).
By Colbourn and Dinitz [2] we can form (4; 1)-GDDs of type 35 ·61 and 31 ·64. Give
weight 2 to each point. Since there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 24, then there exist
(3; 2)-frames of type 65 ·121 and 61 ·124. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exist an
IARB(3; 2; 6+1; 1) and an IARB(3; 2; 12+1; 1), then there exist an IARB(3; 2; 43; 13)
and an IARB(3; 2; 55; 13).
By Lemma 2.2 we can form (3; 2)-frames of type 96, 97 and 910. Let =4 in
Theorem 2.7. Since there exists an IARB(3; 2; 9+ 4; 4), then there exist an IARB(3; 2;
58; 13), an IARB(3; 2; 67; 13) and an IARB(3; 2; 94; 13).
Let m=4 and n=3 in Lemma 2.4, then there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 125 · 91.
Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exist an IARB(3; 2; 9 + 1; 1) and an IARB(3; 2;
12 + 1; 1), then there exists an IARB(3; 2; 70; 13).
By Rees and Stinson [6] we can form a (4; 1)-GDD of type 39 ·61 ·121. Give weight
2 to each point. Since there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 24, then there exists a (3; 2)-
frame of type 69 · 121 · 241 by Lemma 2.3. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exist
an IARB(3; 2; 6+1; 1), an IARB(3; 2; 24+1; 1) and an IARB(3; 2; 12+1; 1), then there
exists an IARB(3; 2; 91; 13).
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Let m=5, n1=4, n2∈{2; 3} and =1 in Lemma 2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 13)
for u∈{79; 82}. Let m=7, n1=4, n2∈{2; 3; 6; 7} and =1 in Lemma 2.9, we have an
IARB(3; 2; u; 13) for u∈{103; 106; 115; 118}. This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.6. There exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 16) for any u≡1 (mod 3), 496u6145.
Proof. When u≡1 or 4 (mod 12), 496u6145, let v=16 in Lemma 2.1, then there
exists a (u; {4; 16}; 1)-PBD, so there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 16) by Theorem 2.8. When
u≡7 or 10 (mod 12), 496u6145, we have the following results:
By Rees and Stinson [6] we can form a (4; 1)-GDD of type 311 · 61 · 151. Give
weight 1 to each point. Since there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 14 or 110, then there
exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 311 · 61 · 151. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exist
an IARB(3; 2; 3+ 1; 1), an IARB(3; 2; 6+ 1; 1) and an IARB(3; 2; 15+ 1; 1), then there
exists an IARB(3; 2; 55; 16).
By Rees and Stinson [8] we can form a ({4; 10}; 1)-GDD of type 314 · 151. Give
weight 1 to each point. Since there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 14, then there ex-
ists a (3; 2)-frame of type 314 · 151. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exist
an IARB(3; 2; 3 + 1; 1) and an IARB(3; 2; 15 + 1; 1), then there exists an IARB
(3; 2; 58; 16).
Let m=5, 06n1, n265 and =1 in Lemma 2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 16) for
each u≡1 (mod 3), 616u691. Let n1=5, 76m69, 06n26m and =1 in Lemma
2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 16) for each u≡1 (mod 3), 1006u6151. Let m=5,
n1=1, n2=0 and =1 in Lemma 2.10, we have an IARB(3; 2; 94; 16). This completes
the proof.
Lemma 3.7. There exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 19) for any u≡1 (mod 3), 586u6172.
Proof. When u≡7 or 10 (mod 12), 586u6172, let v=19 in Lemma 2.1, then there
exists a (u; {4; 19}; 1)-PBD, so there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; 19) by Theorem 2.8. When
u≡1 or 4 (mod 12), 586u6172, we have the following results:
By Colbourn and Dinitz [2] we can form a (4; 1)-GDD of type 37 · 91. Give weight
2 to each point. Since there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 24, then there exists a (3; 2)-
frame of type 67 ·181. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exist an IARB(3; 2; 6+1; 1)
and an IARB(3; 2; 18 + 1; 1), then there exists an IARB(3; 2; 61; 19).
By Calbourn and Dinitz [2] we can form a (4; 1)-GDD of type 35 · 61. Give weight
3 to each point. Since there exists a (3; 2)-frame of type 34, then there exists a (3; 2)-
frame of type 95 ·181. Let =1 in Theorem 2.7. Since there exist an IARB(3; 2; 9+1; 1)
and an IARB(3; 2; 18 + 1; 1), then there exists an IARB(3; 2; 64; 19).
Let m=5, n1; n2∈{0; 3; 4; 5} and =4 in Lemma 2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 19)
for each u≡1 (mod 3), 736u694. Let m=5, n1=1, 06n265 and =1 in Lemma
2.10, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 19) for each u≡1 (mod 3), 946u6109. Let n1=6,
m∈{7; 8; 9; 11}, 06n26m and =1 in Lemma 2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 19) for
each u≡1 (mod 3), 1036u6184. This completes the proof.
By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3–3.7, we have the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.8. If u≡v≡1 (mod 3), v619 and 3v+16u69v+1, then there exists an
IARB(3; 2; u; v).
4. Direct constructions of IARB(3; 2; u; v)s
Let X =Zv and (X;B) be a (v; K; )-PBD. For any block B={a1; a2; : : : ; ak}∈
B and any x∈Zv, let B + x={a1 + x, a2 + x; : : : ; ak + x}. (Zv;B) is called cyclic
if B + x∈B for every B∈B and every x∈Zv. For any block B in a cyclic B(K; ; v),
let
(B)={B+ x | x∈Zv};
(B) is called the orbit generated by B and B is called a base block of (B).
Let D(v; ) be the following multiset with elements from Zv:
if v≡1 (mod 2); D(v; )={ · d | 16d6(v− 1)=2};
if v≡0 (mod 2); D(v; )={ · d | 16d6(v− 2)=2}∪{=2 · v=2}:
The elements of D(v; ) are called diJerences. The symbol  ·d means that the
diJerence d appears  times. Note that we also use v − d to represent the
diJerence d.
Let a; b; c∈D(v; ). If a + b + c≡0 (mod v), or one is the sum of the others, say,
a + b≡c (mod v), then (a; b; c) is called a diJerence triple. From a diJerence triple
(a; b; c), we can form a base block B={0; a; a + b} or {0; b; a + b}. If v≡0 (mod 3)
and a=b=c=v=3, then the orbit ({0; v=3; 2v=3}) contains exactly v=3 distinct triples,
so we call it a short orbit, in this case, the diJerence v=3 is used once. Otherwise the
orbit (B) contains v distinct triples. From a diJerence d∈D(v; ), we can also obtain
a base block {0; d}.
Lemma 4.1 (Shen and Wang [11]). Let a; b; c; a1; b1∈D(v; ), a+ b+ c=a1 + 2b1=v,
a≡b 
≡ 0 (mod 3), a1≡b1≡0 (mod 3), b1 
=2a1 and a1¡b1. Then from the di<erence
triple (a; b; c) we can form 3 parallel classes, from the di<erence triples (a; b; c) and
(a1; b1; b1) we can form 6 parallel classes.
Next, we will use the diJerence method to give constructions of IARB(3; 2; u; v)s.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose D(u− v; 2)\{(u− v)=3} can be divided into two parts D1 and
D2 with the following properties:
(1) D1 contains s di<erence triples of the form (a; b; c) and t di<erence triples of the
form (a1; b1; b1) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.1, s + t=(v − 1)=3, and
s¿t;
(2) D2 contains (u−3v−1)=3 di<erence triples and v di<erences such that we can form
a base block for each of the (u− 1)=3 orbits obtained from the di<erence triples
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and di<erences of D2 so that these base blocks form a partition of Zu−v\{x} for
some x∈Zu−v.
Then there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v).
Proof. We form a cyclic (u − v; {2; 3}; 2)-PBD on Zu−v as follows. Since the (v −
1)=3 diJerence triples of D1 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.1, then we can form
v − 1 parallel classes P1; P2; : : : ; Pv−1 from these diJerence triples. Moreover, we can
form a parallel class Pv={{i; i + (u − v)=3; i + 2(u − v)=3} | 06i¡(u − v)=3} from
the diJerence (u − v)=3. Let Bi={xi; yi}; 16i6v, be the base blocks of the orbits
obtained from the v diJerences of D2 and Bj={xj; yj; zj}; v+ 16j6(u− 1)=3, be the
base blocks of the orbits obtained from the (u−3v−1)=3 diJerence triples of D2 such
that B1; B2; : : : ; B(u−1)=3 form a partition of Zu−v\{x} for some x∈Zu−v. For i∈Zu−v,
let Ri={B1 + i; B2 + i; : : : ; B(u−1)=3 + i}, then Ri; i∈Zu−v, is an almost parallel class.
Now let Y ={∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞v}; X =Y ∪Zu−v. For i∈Zu−v, let
Si = {{xj + i; yj + i;∞j} | 16j6v}
∪ {{xj + i; yj + i; zj + i} | v+ 16j6(u− 1)=3}:
Then we obtain an IARB(3; 2; u; v) on X with u−v almost parallel classes Si; i∈Zu−v,
and v incomplete parallel classes Pj; 16j6v. This completes the proof.
By Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.8, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 4.3. If u¿3v + 1; u≡1 or 4 (mod 12) and v≡1 or 4 (mod 12), or u≡7 or
10 (mod 12) and v≡7 or 10 (mod 12), then there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v).
Lemma 4.4. There exist an IARB(3,2;61,10) and an IARB(3,2;88,10).
Proof. We use the diJerence method to divide D(51; 2)\{17} into the following two
parts D1 and D2 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.2:
DiJerence triples of D1:
(1; 13; 14); (2; 14; 16); (4; 16; 20):
Base almost parallel class obtained from D2:
{0; 9; 21}; {1; 10; 22}; {2; 19; 24}; {3; 14; 27}; {45; 49; 4}; {5; 8; 23},
{6; 12; 30}; {7; 15; 35}; {11; 34; 37}; {13; 20; 39}; {16; 17}; {26; 28},
{31; 36}; {43; 50}; {38; 46}; {32; 42}; {29; 40}; {33; 48}; {25; 44}; {47; 18}.
This gives an IARB(3,2;61,10).
Similarly, we divide D(78; 2)\{26} into two parts D1 and D2 satisfying the conditions
of Theorem 4.2:
DiJerence triples of D1:
(1; 4; 5); (14; 23; 37); (2; 35; 37):
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Base almost parallel class obtained from D2:
{0; 10; 30}; {1; 12; 33}; {2; 14; 36}; {3; 16; 39}; {4; 18; 42}; {5; 20; 45},
{6; 22; 48}; {7; 24; 51}; {8; 26; 54}; {9; 28; 57}; {41; 50; 74}; {44; 59; 75},
{19; 47; 68}; {25; 32; 38}; {27; 34; 35}; {43; 46; 55}; {15; 40; 62},
{17; 37; 56}; {58; 60; 63}; {49; 53}; {61; 67}; {65; 73}; {13; 23}; {66; 77},
{52; 69}; {71; 11}; {72; 21}; {76; 31}; {29; 64}.
This gives an IARB(3,2;88,10). The proof is completed.
Lemma 4.5. If v≡1 (mod 6); u≡1 (mod 3); 3v+16u63v+25, then there exists an
IARB(3; 2; u; v).
Proof. By Lemma 4.3 it can be easily seen that when u=3v + 1; 3v + 10; 3v + 13,
3v+22 and 3v+25, there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v). So it su4ces to prove the lemma
for u∈{3v+ 4; 3v+ 7; 3v+ 16; 3v+ 19}.
To prove the lemma, we just need to divide D(u− v; 2)\{(u− v)=3} into two parts
D1 and D2 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.2. We divide the proof into 4 cases:
Case 1: (u; v)=(18t + 7; 6t + 1); u− v=12t + 6; t¿3.
D1: (2i; 6t + 3− i; 6t + 3− i); 16i62t.
Base almost parallel class obtained from D2:
{4t + 2i + 1; 8t − 2i + 2}; {4t + 2i + 2; 8t − 2i + 3}; 26i6t − 1.
{8t + 2i + 4; 12t − 2i + 3}; {8t + 2i + 5; 12t − 2i + 4}; 06i6t − 1.
{i; 4t − i}; 06i62t − 1; i 
=1; 2.
{2; 4t − 2; 4t − 1}; {4t + 3; 8t}; {4t + 4; 8t + 2},
{1; 4t + 2}; {2t; 8t + 3}; {6t + 1; 6t + 2}; {6t + 3; 10t + 4}; {12t + 5; 4t + 1}.
Case 2: (u; v)=(18t + 10; 6t + 1); u− v=12t + 9; t¿2.
D1: (2i − 1; 6t + 5− i; 6t + 5− i); 26i62t + 1.
Base almost parallel class obtained from D2:
{2i; 4t − 2i + 2}; {2i + 1; 4t − 2i + 3}; 16i6t − 1.
{4t + 2i + 4; 8t − 2i + 4}; {4t + 2i + 5; 8t − 2i + 5}; 16i6t − 1.
{8t + i + 7; 12t − i + 8}; 26i62t − 1.
{4t+5; 8t+4; 8t+6}; {1; 4t+3; 4t+4}; {2t+2; 6t+4}; {2t+1; 2t+3}; {10t+7; 10t+8},
{8t + 7; 12t + 7}; {8t + 8; 12t + 8}; {8t + 5; 2t}; {6t + 5; 0}.
Case 3: (u; v)=(18t + 19; 6t + 1); u− v=12t + 18; t¿4.
D1: (2i; 6t + 9− i; 6t + 9− i); 36i62t + 2.
Base almost parallel class obtained from D2:
{4t + 5 + 2i; 8t + 10− 2i}; {4t + 6 + 2i; 8t + 11− 2i}; 36i6t − 1.
{8t + 12 + 2i; 12t + 15− 2i}; {8t + 13 + 2i; 12t + 16− 2i}; 16i6t.
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{i; 4t + 4− i}; 36i62t + 1.
{4t + 4; 4t + 9; 8t + 6}; {4t + 6; 4t + 10; 8t + 7}; {2; 4t + 2; 4t + 3},
{2t + 2; 6t + 5; 6t + 6}; {6t + 7; 12t + 15; 12t + 17}; {6t + 8; 10t + 14},
{6t + 9; 12t + 16}; {6t + 11; 0}; {1; 6t + 10}; {4t + 5; 8t + 10},
{8t + 8; 8t + 13}; {4t + 8; 8t + 11}; {4t + 7; 8t + 12}.
Case 4: (u; v)=(18t + 22; 6t + 1); u− v=12t + 21; t¿3.
D1: (2i − 1; 6t + 11− i; 6t + 11− i); 46i62t + 3.
Base almost parallel class obtained from D2:
{2i; 4t + 4− 2i}; {2i + 1; 4t + 5− 2i}; 16i6t − 1.
{4t + 6 + 2i; 8t + 12− 2i}; 36i6t + 1.
{4t + 7 + 2i; 8t + 13− 2i}; 36i6t.
{8t + 15 + i; 12t + 20− i}; 26i62t + 1.
{4t + 5; 4t + 10; 8t + 8}; {4t + 7; 4t + 11; 8t + 9}; {4t + 4; 4t + 8; 8t + 10},
{2t; 2t+3; 8t+11}; {8t+15; 12t+19; 12t+20}; {4t+6; 8t+12; 8t+13}; {0; 6t+9},
{2t + 2; 2t + 4}; {2t + 5; 8t + 14}; {4t + 9; 10t + 17}; {1; 6t + 11}; {10t + 18; 2t + 1}.
Combining with Theorem 3.8, we get the result.
Lemma 4.6. If v≡4 (mod 6); u≡1 (mod 3); 3v+16u63v+25, then there exists an
IARB(3; 2; u; v).
Proof. By Lemma 4.3 it can be easily seen that when u=3v+1; 3v+4; 3v+13; 3v+16
and 3v + 25, there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v). So it su4ces to prove the lemma for
u∈{3v+ 7; 3v+ 10; 3v+ 19; 3v+ 22}.
To prove the lemma, we just need to divide D(u− v; 2)\{(u− v)=3} into two parts
D1 and D2 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.2. We divide the proof into 4 cases:
Case 1: (u; v)=(18t + 19; 6t + 4); u− v=12t + 15; t¿1.
D1: (2i − 1; 6t + 8− i; 6t + 8− i); 26i62t + 2.
Base almost parallel class obtained from D2:
{2i; 4t + 4− 2i}; {2i + 1; 4t + 5− 2i}; 06i6t.
{4t + 6 + 2i; 8t + 8− 2i}; 06i6t − 1.
{4t + 7 + 2i; 8t + 9− 2i}; 06i6t.
{8t + 10 + i; 12t + 13− i}; 16i62t.
{6t + 6; 6t + 8; 10t + 11}; {2t + 2; 2t + 3; 8t + 10}; {12t + 13; 12t + 14}.
Case 2: (u; v)=(18t + 22; 6t + 4); u− v=12t + 18; t¿2.
D1: (2i; 6t + 9− i; 6t + 9− i); 26i62t + 2.
Base almost parallel class obtained from D2:
{4t + 5 + 2i; 8t + 10− 2i}; {4t + 6 + 2i; 8t + 11− 2i}; 26i6t.
{8t + 12 + 2i; 12t + 15− 2i}; {8t + 13 + 2i; 12t + 16− 2i}; 06i6t.
{i; 4t + 4− i}; 36i62t + 1.
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{4t + 5; 4t + 6; 10t + 14}; {2t + 2; 6t + 7; 6t + 8}; {4t + 8; 8t + 8; 8t + 10},
{2; 4t + 3}; {1; 4t + 2}; {4t + 4; 8t + 9}; {4t + 7; 8t + 11}; {6t + 9; 12t + 17}.
Case 3: (u; v)=(18t − 5; 6t − 8); u− v=12t + 3; t¿4.
D1: (2i − 1; 6t + 2− i; 6t + 2− i); 46i62t.
Base almost parallel class obtained from D2:
{2i; 4t − 2i}; {2i + 1; 4t + 1− 2i}; 26i6t − 2.
{4t + 2 + 2i; 8t − 2i}; {4t + 3 + 2i; 8t + 1− 2i}; 26i6t − 2.
{8t + 3 + i; 12t + 2− i}; 26i62t − 3.
{4t + 4; 8t − 2; 8t}; {4t + 2; 4t + 5; 8t − 1}; {0; 2; 4t − 2}; {2t + 1; 2t + 2; 6t},
{4t; 4t+1; 8t+1}; {4t−1; 4t+3; 10t+2}; {2t−2; 2t+3}; {12t+2; 3}; {10t+1; 10t+4},
{8t + 2; 2t}; {1; 6t + 2}; {6t + 1; 12t + 1}; {8t + 3; 2t − 1}; {6t + 3; 10t + 3}.
Case 4: (u; v)=(18t − 2; 6t − 8); u− v=12t + 6; t¿5.
D1: (2i; 6t + 3− i; 6t + 3− i); 46i62t.
Base almost parallel class obtained from D2:
{4t + 1 + 2i; 8t + 2− 2i}; {4t + 2 + 2i; 8t + 3− 2i}; 36i6t − 2.
{8t + 4 + 2i; 12t + 3− 2i}; 16i6t − 2.
{8t + 5 + 2i; 12t + 4− 2i}; 16i6t − 1.
{i; 4t − i}; 36i62t − 1.
{4t − 1; 4t + 5; 8t − 2}; {4t + 6; 8t − 1; 8t + 4}; {4t + 4; 8t; 8t + 5}; {1; 4t − 2; 4t + 2},
{6t+5; 10t+2; 10t+4}; {0; 6t; 6t+1}; {2t; 8t+2; 8t+3}; {4t+1; 8t+1}; {4t; 4t+3},
{6t + 2; 12t + 3}; {12t + 5; 6t − 1}; {2; 6t + 4}; {6t + 3; 10t + 5}.
Combining with Theorem 3.8, we get the result.
By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.7. If u≡v≡1 (mod 3); 3v + 16u63v + 25, then there exists an IARB
(3; 2; u; v).
5. Embeddings of almost resolvable triple systems
In this section, we will determine necessary and su4cient conditions for the embed-
dings of almost resolvable triple systems.
By Lemma 2.6, we know that an ARB(3; 2; v) can be embedded in an ARB(3; 2; u)
if and only if there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v). By Lemma 4.3, Theorems 3.8 and 4.7,
it is not di4cult to verify that if u≡v≡1 (mod 3); v619 and u¿3v + 1, then there
exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v).
Lemma 5.1. There exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v) if v∈{22; 25; 28} and u≡1 (mod 3);
3v+ 16u69v+ 1.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.7 we know that it is su4cient to prove the Lemma for 3v +
286u69v + 1. Let m=7; 06n1; n267 and =1 in Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10, we have
an IARB(3; 2; u; 22) for each u≡1 (mod 3); 856u6169. Let m=12; n1=7 and =1
in Lemma 2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 22) for each u≡1 (mod 3); 1666u6202. Let
m=7; n1; n2∈{0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7} and =4 in Lemma 2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 25) for
each u≡1 (mod 3); 976u6130. Let m=7; 06n1; n267 and =4 in Lemma 2.10, we
have an IARB(3; 2; u; 25) for each u≡1 (mod 3); 1306u6172. Let n1=8; m∈{11; 13;
15}, 06n26m and =1 in Lemma 2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 25) for each u≡
1 (mod 3); 1576u6250. Let m=8; 36n168; n2∈{0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8} and =4 in
Lemma 2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 28) for each u≡1 (mod 3); 1096u6148. Let
m=8, 06n1; n268 and =4 in Lemma 2.10, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 28) for each u≡
1 (mod 3); 1486u6196. Let n1=9; m∈{13; 15}; 06n26m and =1 in Lemma 2.9,
we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 28) for each u≡1 (mod 3); 1846u6253. This completes the
proof.
Lemma 5.2. There exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v) if v¿31; u≡v≡1 (mod 3) and 3v+16
u66v− 2.
Proof. The existence of IARB(3; 2; u; v)s for v∈{31; 34; 37} and 3v + 286u66v − 2
is shown as follows:
Let m=9; 36n169; n2∈{0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9} and =4 in Lemma 2.9, we have an
IARB(3; 2; u; 31) for each u≡1 (mod 3); 1216u6166. Let m=11; n1=10; 06n267
and =1 in Lemma 2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 31) for each u≡1 (mod 3); 1636u6
184. Let m=9; n1=7; 46n265 and =4 in Lemma 2.11, we have an IARB(3; 2; u;
34) for u∈{127; 130}. Let m=11; 06n1; n2611 and =1 in Lemma 2.9, we have
an IARB(3; 2; u; 34) for each u≡1 (mod 3); 1336u6199. Let m=12; n1=11; n2=8
and =1 in Lemma 2.9, we have an IARB(3; 2; 202; 34). Let m=9; n1=8; 66n268
and =4 in Lemma 2.11, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 37) for u∈{136; 139; 142}. Let
m=11; 36n1611; n2 ∈ {0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11} and =4 in Lemma 2.9, we have an
IARB(3; 2; u; 37) for each u≡1 (mod 3); 1456u6202. Let m=11; n1=0; 16n266
and =4 in Lemma 2.10, we have an IARB(3; 2; u; 37) for each u≡1 (mod 3); 2056u
6220.
Now let T6={m¿1 | there exists a TD(6; m)}. It is well known [2] that m∈T6
if m¿5; m =∈{6; 10; 14; 18; 22}. It follows that for each v; v≡1 (mod 3); v¿40, there
exists m0∈T6 such that 1615m0−2v625. Write v=3m0+3n1+; 06n16m0; ¡ 32m0;
≡1 (mod 3). Then by Lemma 2.10 and induction, there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v) for
all u; 15m0 + v6u618m0 + v; u≡1 (mod 3). Further, it is easy to see that there exist
positive integers s and mi∈T6; 06i6s; m0¡m1¡ · · ·¡ms, such that 18mi−1 + 3
¿15mi; 16i6s, and 3ms + 16v63ms + 7. Let u0=15m0 + v; u1=18ms + v, then
3v + 16u063v + 25; u1¿6v − 2. By Lemma 2.10 and induction it is not di4cult
to show that there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v) for each u; u06u6u1; u≡1 (mod 3).
Combining with Theorem 4.7, we get the result.
Theorem 5.3. For any v≡1 (mod 3), there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v) if and only if
u≡1 (mod 3); u¿3v+ 1.
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Proof. It su4ces to prove the theorem for 3v + 16u69v + 1. By Theorem 3.8,
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, we just need to prove that there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v) If
u≡v≡1 (mod 3); v¿31 and 6v+ 16u69v+ 1. Let T={m≡1 (mod 3) | there exists
a TD(10; m)}. For a given m ∈ T , write v=m+3n1; 06n16m, then by Lemma 2.13,
there exists an ARB(3; 2; u) containing an ARB(3; 2; v) as a subsystem for each u,
9m+ v6u612m+ v; u≡1 (mod 3).
Since {13; 16; 19; 25; 31; 37; 43; 49}⊂T and for any integer t¿1, there are at least
two m∈{12t+1; 12t+4; 12t+7; 12t+10; 12t+13; 12t+16; 12t+19} such that m∈T , then
for each v; v¿46; v≡1 (mod 3), there exist positive integers s and mi∈T; 06i6s; m0
¡m1¡ · · ·¡ms, such that (9m0 − 1)=56v64m0; ms6v6ms + 15 and 12mi−1 +
3¿9mi; 16i6s. For 316v643; v≡1 (mod 3), let m0=16; m1=19 and ms=m2=25
if v=31, let m0=19; ms=m1=25 if v=34 or 37, and let m0=19; m1=25 and
ms=m2=31 if v=40 or 43. Now let u0=9m0 + v; u1=12ms + v, then u066v +
1; u1¿9v+1. By Lemma 2.13 and induction it is not di4cult to show that there exists
an ARB(3; 2; u) containing an ARB(3; 2; v) as a subsystem for each u; u06u6u1; u≡1
(mod 3). Combining with Lemma 2.6, we get the result.
Now we are ready to prove our main theorem.
Theorem 5.4. For any  (≡0 (mod 2)) the necessary and su=cient conditions for the
embedding of an ARB(3; ; v) in an ARB(3; ; u) are u¿3v+1 and u≡v≡1 (mod 3).
Proof. The necessity is obvious. By Theorem 5.3, there exists an IARB(3; 2; u; v) if
and only if u≡v≡1 (mod 3); u¿3v + 1. Taking =2 copies of IARB(3; 2; u; v) gives
an IARB(3; ; u; v). The conclusion then follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 2.6.
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